
EXECUTIVE REPORT OF THE VISUAL ARTS GROUP FOR THE YEAR 
1992. 

SECRETARY'S REPORT 

The year in brief: the need for an organisation such as 

the VAG which represents the interests of progressive 

artists and cultural workers remains as strong as ever. 

Activities and initiatives did take place but lack of 

support at every level hampered the strength of the 

organisation. 


The previous AGM was held at CRIC, Athlone, on January 25, 
1992. The Executive Committee ~lected it that meeting was: 

Sophie Peters (chair) Ruth Pein (co-ordinator) Sue 
Williamson (secretary) Tony Mhayi (as~istant s' €cretary) 
Sandra Klopper (treasurer) Mario Pissarro (fundraising) 
Thobile Skepe (workshops) Sandra Kriel (education) Mandla 
Vanyaza (exhibitions) Isaac Makeleni and Thembinkosi Goniwe 
(additional members). 

Nine executive meetings were held during the year, and 
two general meetings. The first was scheduled for May 2 
at the Observatory Community Centre - no one turned up. 
A second general meeting was held at CAP on November 7. This 
one introduced a number of new faces to the organisation, 
and a slide show by Benita Munitz of work on Documenta was 
extremely well received. Since a number of committee 
members elected earlier in the year had failed to carry out 
the work required by their portfolios, the following new 
committee members were elected: Bongani Mphakama (assistant 
secretary) Xolani Somana (exhibitions) (Mandla Vanyaza being 
in Paris) and Xolile Mtakatya (additional member). 

The first general meeting of 1993 was also held at· CAP 
and proved to be an extremely interesting afternoon. Diane 
Paulse reported back o~ her stay in the Thami Hnyele studio 
in Amsterdam, Mandla Vanyaza told of his stay at the Cite 
Des Artes in Paris, and Sue Williamson and Ruth Pein 
talked about the Sydney Biennale and showed slides. 

THAMI MNYELE FOUNDATION 

This programme which offers artists an opportunity to spend 
3 - 6 months working in studio space in Amsterdam finally 
came to fruj.tion, and it fell to VAG to co-ordinate the 
first round of selections. An advertisement was drafted 
and placed in various newspapers including the City Press, 
South and the Weekly Mail. The response was poor. Lionel 
Davis, representing Thupelo, and Sue Williamson, for VAG 
selected Diane Paulse and Sarah Thabane of Johannesburg, a 
choice that was ratified by the Foundation in Amsterdam. 
Diane Paulse left at the end of May, returning in December. 
In Febraury of this year, Moira White of the TMF in 
Amsterdam came on a working visit to this country to try to 
assess why the response had been so limited and to meet 
people and artists here. The committee awaits a written 
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l' Po pC! l' t . f r CJ m n.;:9 n p. () n h P. r ~ t . R Y . She will condue t t h r e e 
workshops for VAG as a follow up to her visit. 

Another visitor from Amsterdam was Fulco van Arnim who was 
here to further investigate the possibility of an exhibition 
of work by South African artists that would travel into the 
rural areas by means of a pantechnicon. We await 
developments. 

- . 

E1JiAH..CI AL REPORT 

The Visual Arts Group has R4,117.98 in its Current 
Account. This amount includes R600 obtained from the 
Thami Mnyele Foundation to enable Diane Paulse to run 
workshops following her visit to Amsterdam. Although it 
may seem like a lot of money, it should be pointed out 
that R2 000 of this R4,117.98 was raised through the 
commission we received on the sale, last'year, of six 
works by Sandra Kriel. It is unlikely that we will raise 
similar amounts through commissions in the forseeable 
future. For this reason it is important 

a) that we think of new ways to raise funds and 

b) that we refrain from organising exhibitions on 
the scale and with the regularity that we did 
last year. R1097.26 was spent on publicity, 
materials, transportation and refreshments f o r 
these exhibitions , an amount we can't po s sibly 
afford to speri'd on an annual basis. 

I intend putting 82 000 of our present funds on a 32 day 
1'e(': 311 se:hellle before the end of May l~l~l~~. This will ,~ i V8 

us 1 2% interest as opposed to the 3% interest we got on a 
s avlngs ac c ount that I open~d last year (and hav8 sinCE! 
closed ) . The rest will remain in our Current Account t o 
me et o n-going running costs like booking venues for 
me etings, photocopying and postage etc. 

S ANDRA KLOPPER 

http:R1097.26
http:R4,117.98
http:R4,117.98
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SPECIAL REPORT - SIPHO HLATI 


Proposals regarding admission of members: 


* that anyone who wants to join the VAG be interviewed 
before s/he is admitted as a member. 

* that we draw up a membership application form in 
which we ask all p6tential membe~s to indicate why 
they want to join the VAG and to sign a code of 
commitment to the organisation. This form should 
include the VAG's aims and objectives as set out in 
the constitution. 

* that we introduce a membership card indicating the 
member ' s name, postal and residential address, 
telephone number and occupation. 

Improved communicatiQll: 

Various things need to be done to improve communication 
between the VAG and the public, and the VAG Exco and VAG 
members . For example, it would help if (a) we made the 
newsletter available to people who are not necessarily 
members, and (b) provided members and non-members with an 
opportunity to respond to the newsletter. To this end, we 
should think of including a section in the newsletter 
calling for responses, try to provide more letter boxes, 
e . g. at the SAAA in town, at CAP, at the Foundation School 
of Art, at townshi[) community centres · (e.g. Uluntu), and 
shopping centres (e.g. Eyona), and include a subscription 
form so that non-members can subscribe to the newsletter. 
More account should also be taken of the issue of language 
at VAG meetings, and the agendas of these meetings should 
be made available in advance. 

Y..AG Vi 0 r king P r ograIlllIUZ.~, 

We need to draw up an annual programme with details of all 
VAG activities, including quarterly general meetings, 
s lide shows etc . In drawing up this programme, account 
should he taken of the suitability of the venue and tim~, 

especially as regards the availability of transport for 
members who do not own or have access to private 
transport. It is also suggested that all members assum~ 
responsibility for letting the workshops co-ordinater know 
how s l he can contribute to the programme. e.g. by giving 
lectures on things like management skills, how to draw up 
CV·s, handling copyright and royalities etc. 

~osed amendm~~~Dts to the ~onstitution 

~Q: 

The Exco should consist of 7 members: a chairperson; vice 
chairperson; secretary; treasurer; co-ordinator 
(workshops); and two additional members. When tasks occur 
(e .g. with regard to fundraising, education, exhibitions 



etc.), the Exco should co-opt the help of the two 
additional members. 

Eundraising and financial assistance to rnemb~ 

It is proposed that the annual membership fee of R10 be 
increased to R15 and that we establish a petty cash fund. 
This fund should be used to reimburse members for the 
purchase of workshop materials etc., and for 
transportation, especially if and when they are co-opted 
to do special tasks. Where possible, the VAG should also 
consider reimbursing members for transport costs to and 
from VAG meetings and exhibitions. 

Participation in VAG exhibitions; 

In future, participation in all VAG exhibitions should be 
restricted to paid up members. 



1992 exhibitions report and recommendations for 1993. 

Vital statistics 

In 1992 33 artists exhibited over 80 different works at 4 
VAG exhibitions. 12 of these artists were exhibiting with 
the VAG for the first time. 

It is interesting to compare this with 1991 when 4 VAG 
exhibitions were also held. 1991 had more artists (43). but 
in 1992 there was a tendency for artists to display more 
works (in 1991 we limited artists to two exhibits each). 

Three of 1992's exhibitions were part of the Travelling 
Exhibition programme. Of these one was a new venue (Mayibuye 
Centre. OWC). The other two venues have both had three 
different exhibitions since 1990 (Oluntu and CAS). An 
additional VAG exhibition was held at the SA Association Of 
Arts. 

Beyond statistics 

Beyond comparing statistics it needs to be noted that the 
exhibitions were not without problema. This report attempts 
to identify these problems and to propose measures to 
address these weaknesses. 

Travell~ exhibitions or annual exhibition? 

We have tended to conflate the concept of a travelling 
exhibition with that of an annual exhibition. As a result 
"new" and "old II work have been exhibited side by side. This 
has contributed to the "uneven" quality of our exhibitions. 
If we separate the concep~ we will recognise that some of 
the criteria for a travelling exhibition (eg. portability. 
non-fragility) may differ slightly from that which is 
expected of an annual exhibition (eg "newness". scale) 

In addition we have tended to assume that exhibitors are 
members of the VAG. This is not always the case. (eg. there 
are people who have exhibited with the VAG who have never 
attended a meeting or paid their membership fee). 

The question of appropriate venues: 

The VAG constitution makes it clear that the focus of VAG 
exhibitions should be towards local communities. especially 
those denied easy access to art education. It is little 
wonder then that the decision to exhibit at the S.A. 
Association of Arts was a controversial one. which was not 
helped by the fact that the work on exhibition was not as 
strong as that on the travelling exhibition. Part of the 
motivation of the SAAA exhibition was to raise funds and in 
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this respect it was poorly organised and hardly anything was 
sold. 

We should also note that apart from the exhibition at the 
Mayibuye Centre that we are tending to fall back on the same 
venues: it was the third time that both the Oluntu Centre 
and the Centre for African Studies have been used. Using the 
same venues would not necessarily be a problem if the venues 
we were using were community based (community control and 
access) but they are not. It is evident that we need to have 
more discussion around the kind of exhibitions that we 
organise. We also need to investigate alternative venues. 

The question of capacity 

Organising 4 exhibitions in 3 months was too ambitious for 
an organisation which runs on the voluntary energy of its 
members. Particularly so given the absence of a formal 
exhibitions subcommittee. This. which was the result of the 
VAG not having a functioning exhibitions convener. 
effectively limited discussion around and planning for all 
our 1992 exhibitions. It should be noted that many members 
assisted with the hanging of the exhibitions and could have 
been drawn into a subcommittee. 

However even if we build a proper exhibitions subcommittee 
our capacity is limited. We need to ask whether it is more 
important to organise VAG exhibitions or travelling 
exhibitions for township and educational constituencies? 
Can we do bo th? 

One way of resolving this dilemma would be to organise 
travelling exhibitions jointly with other organisations (eg. 
CAP, SANG, SAAA) , while on the other hand organising an 
annual VAG exhibition for bona fide VAG members. 

selection criteria and procedures 

We should also note that selection criteria has been queried 
on several occassions, and this has raised debates about 
standards and content as well as selection procedures. The 
issues of aesthetic standards ("quality") and content 
("progressive" and "reactionary" subject matter) are ongoing 
debates which can never be simply resolved. What would help 
would be if we were to elect selection committees for each 
exhibition. At the moment selection is usually handled by 
those volunteers who hang the exhibition. While electing 
selection committees would not in itself eliminate 
controversial choices, at least it would allow different 
groups of people to be elected to act as selectors, and for 
these people to take responsibility for their decisions. It 
would also make it easier to hang exhibitions as the 
selectors could execise their discretion. The present 
situation where noone is "in charge" sometimes draws out the 
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physical act of hanging work and can also contribute to an 
inconsistent method of hanging taking place. 

publicity 

The quality and suitability of the exhibition posters and 
invitation cards has been very uneven, and the publicity has 
on the whole, been weak. These problems would hopefully 
addressed if we were to organise less exhibitions where 
these details would be discussed well in advance. 

in terna tiona 1 exhibi tions 

The VAG has.on several occassions been approached to assist 
in the organisation of international exhibitions. Based on 
our earlier experiences ("Art from South Africa andII 

"Shifting Power") we have tended to reject these requests in 
favor of developing our own exhibitions in our own 
communities. However we need to note that many of our 
artists have benefitted from international exposure. It may 
therefore be in our interests to assist the organisation of 
some such events particularly when our input is required at 
the level of selection, and we are not required to take on 
too many tasks. 

In conclusion 

1) The VAG should organise annual exhibitions of new work of 
bona f ide members. These exhibitions should be more 
thorough with respect to pUblicity and selection procedures 
than previous VAG exhibitions. The question of appropriate 
venuels for the annual exhibition will need discussion. 

2) The VAG should approach other arts bodies for support in 
organising and sustaining a travelling exhibition programme. 
These exhibitions need not be VAG exhibitions, and will for 
practical purposes be subject to limitations of scale. mass 
and number. 

3) The VAG should involve itself in assisting the 
organisation of international exhibitions only when such 
involvement will contribute to the development of emerging 
grassroots artists, and does not impact negatively on our 
own capacity to develop our own local programmes. 
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The participation of the VAG in the FOSACOtsA National 
Gallery joint working group (JWG) 

Little, if any progress has been made by the JWG since the 
report tabled at the last VAG AGM. (The following VAG 
members have participated in these meetings: Ruth Pein, 
Sandra Klopper, Isaac Makeleni, Sophie Peters, Anthony 
Mhayi, Thembinkosi Goniwe, Mario Pissarra, Xolile Mtakatya.) 

Only a few meetings have taken place, and these meetings 
have been characterised by their lack of consensus. Much of 
the debate has centred on how to involve more interest 
groups in the process of restructuring the SANG. The SANG 
has argued the need to coopt individup.ls and organisations 
onto the JWG. This has been motivated by SANG's perception 
of FOSACO as "unrepresentative". FOSACO has argued for the 
JWG to convene a public forum to assess the process, and has 
been prepared to reconstitute the JWG after such a forum has 
taken place and has been assessed by the present JWG. 

Stalemate was achieved when the SANG reneged on a previous 
agreement to convene a forum, and was unable to specify what 
"broadening the working group" meant in practical terms. It 
should also be noted that the behind the scenes maneuvering 
of members of the ANC Dept. of Arts and Culture effectively 
strengthened the position of the SANG and weakened that of 
FOSACO. This they did by consistently undermining FOSACO's 
credentials and caucusing with the SANG. 

Despite the lack of progress the issue of the JWG has placed 
considerable strain on the VAG. The JWG has been 
consistently discussed at VAG executive and members 
meetings, as well as at special workshops convened by VAG 
and CWC. 

This has resulted in increasing reluctance on the part of 
VAG members to participate in the JWG, and our 
representation has been effectively undermined by this. This 
has made it easier for the SANG to gain in prestige from the 
process of "engaging" their historical opponents, without 
giving much. In particular their failure to agree to public 
discussion on the restructuring of their illegitimate and 
unrepresentative Board of Trustees. 
It is also clear that at the end of the day parastatals such 
as the SANG. only respond to those perceived to have 
political power. This is why the agreed to the formation of 
the JWG with FOSACO before they had satisfied themselves of 
our credentials. 

On the positive side it should also be noted that at a 
practical level the SANG has been supportive of the VAG and 
CWC. The SANG has loaned and delivered screens and plinths 
for VAG exhibitions, and also provided transportation, staff 
and temporary storage to rescue screens and tables which 
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were being trashed, and which have subsequently been used 
for the VAG and CWC workshops at the Zolani and Luyolo
Community Centres_ 

The question which the VAG has to resolve is whether to 
accept the stalemate which exists at present, or whether to 
reactivate the process of engagement through the joint
working group_ 

If we argue to reactivate the process we will have deal with 
the problems raised above , namely the questions of 
capacity and interest of our members. and also the 
development of a more sophisticated strategy to achieve our 
objectives_ 

On the other hand if we do not reactivate the process we 
have to understand why we have taken this decision. 
Is it because the days of the VAG acting as pressure group 
are over? And if so. what does this mean for the VAG? 

Does that make the VAG an association of artists who run 
workshops. exhibit and meet together) rather than an 
organisation (representing the interests of its members and 
constituency and acting on that mandate in order to 
contribute to socio-economic and political change)? 

Does it mean that we are satisfied with the present 
management of the SANG and wish to exempt their 
unrepresentative and illegitimate Board of Trustees from the 
current public debates around the restructuring of state 
funded public institutions? Or is it simply a question of 
capacity? Or apathy? 

The SA Association of Arts 

It is interesting to note that the increasing reluctance of 
VAG members to involve themselves in political debates was 
also responsible to the initially positive meetings with the 
SA Association of Arts grinding to a halt. (The VAG was 
represented in these meetings by Sandra Klopper. Willie 
Bester. Isaac Makeleni and Mario Pissarra) 

The VAG circulated a discussion document on the SAAA and 
called members to a general meeting in May. Apart from most 
of the executive. no members pitched. This resulted in a 
half-hearted recommendation for the CWC to address the 
issue. 

It is interesting to note that with the recent Venice 
Bienale the question of participation in international 
exhibitions has risen again to worry artists. This is due to 
the key organising role given to the SAAA by international 
and national bodies_ Participating in such exhibitions can 
be interpreted as implicit recognition of the SAAA as a 
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representative, national arts organisation (when its 
membership is almost totally white). It is ironic that the 
VAG1s reluctance to address the issue has resulted in a 
situation where it has contributed to the lack of a clear 
position from the progressive forces, and subsequent gain of 
prestige for the SAAA. 

The Urban Arts Foundation 

The VAG had regular representation in the Urban Arts 
Foundation (a grouping of individuals and organisations 
including the city council. SANG and SAAA. which was brought 
together to decide on the use of money bequeathed to 
"deserving Artists"), until the early stages of the public 
sculpture competition. (The VAG was represented in these 
meetings by Ruth Pein, Vanessa Solomon. Isaac Makeleni and 
Mario Pissarra). 

The decision to pullout was motivated by the committees 
manipulation by the lawyer administering the Trust (assisted 
by elements in the Council). Agreements motivated for by VAG 
(and supported by the Development Action Group and SANG) 
that equal sums of money be allocated for education and 
competitions, and that work commissioned for public spaces 
should not be restricted to the Central Business District, 
but also be for the Townships were overturned after months 
of discussion. It is interesting to note that both the SANG 
and DAG also withdrew from the Urban Arts Foundation. 
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National Arts Policy Plenary (NAPP) / National Arts 
Initiative (NAI) 

VAG d~.legates Sophie Peters and Mario Pissarra attended NAPP 
in Johannesburg in December. The event enjoyed considerable 
acclaim as the most representative gathering of the "arts 
community" in our history. However several disturbing 
aspects cannot escape negative criticism: These include the 
lack of opportunities for discussion at conference; the 
excessive voting which dominated proceedings; and the lack 
of distinction drawn between delegates and individuals. and 
between community based organisations and parastatals. 

NAPP established NAI. which is presently establishing 
regionally based working groups. These groups will develop 
policy on a range of issues which will be voted on by 
delegates in December 1993. and which will form the basis of 
negotiations with a new government. There is no emphasis on 
addressing the present crisis within the present period of 
political transition. 

Should the VAG participate in the working groups as an 
organisation? Should it mandate or encourage members to 
participate? Or should it ignore the proceedings? 

WORKSHOP REPORT 

The VAG. together with its motherbody the CWC, has been 
running weekly workshops in the townships since June last 
year. These were initially held at the Zolani Centre. Nyanga 
East. and moved this year to the Luyolo Centre. Guguletu. 
Isaac Makeleni, Sophie Peters. Mario Pissarra. Sipho Hlati. 
Sandra Kriel facilitated the Zolani Centre workshops. 
Sophie, Sipho. Tshidi Sefako and Hatshabalala Mkhonto have 
facilitated the Luyolo Centre workshops. Apart fro~ the 
facilitators named above Stacey Stent and Martin Stevens 
have played a constructive role in helping conceptualise 
this years programme which aims to produce murals dealing 
with health. education and housing on the walls near the 
Luyolo Centre. and to involve community based organisations 
in the planning and execution of the murals. 

A major problem encountered with the Luyolo workshops has 
been the inconsistent attendance of the stUdents. as well as 
environmental factors such as a congested and unlocked 
storeroom. and considerable noise. 

Meetings with the officials of the centre. the local civic. 
and students have taken place but the programme has not yet 
managed to stabilise itself. The next month will be critical 
in either resolving these problems or leading to the 
workshops demise. 


